We investigate the effect of thermal radiation on the dynamics of a thermal explosion of polydisperse fuel spray with a complete description of the chemistry via a single-step tworeactant model of general order. The polydisperse spray is modeled using a Probability Density Function (PDF). The thermal radiation energy exchange between the evaporation surface of the fuel droplets and the burning gas is described using the Marshak boundary conditions. An explicit expression of the critical condition for thermal explosion limit is derived analytically and represents a generalization of the critical parameter of the classical Semenov theory. Because we investigated the model in the range where the temperature is very high, the effect of the thermal radiation is significant. Keywords: Diesel fuel, Combustion, Thermal Radiation, Method of integral manifolds, Sauter mean diameter
GREEK SYMBOLS: α dimensionless volumetric phase content β dimensionless reduced initial temperature (with respect to the so-called activation temperature E/B) γ dimensionless parameter that represents the reciprocal of the final dimensionless adiabatic temperature of the thermally insulated system after the explosion has been completed ε 1 the parameter in 'eqn (2.9)' introduced for the first time in Semenov [19] ε 2 the parameter in 'eqn (2.9)' introduced for the first time in Semenov [19] ε 3 the parameter in 'eqn (2.9)' and take into account the impact of the thermal radiation such that: is the ratio of radiative and convective heat transfer coefficients 
SUPERSCRIPTS:
a, b are related to the way in which the reactants are involved in the one step chemistry crit refer to critical (parameter) m numerical exponent
INTRODUCTION
Over recent years the theoretical analysis of the problem of thermal explosion in gas that contains fuel droplets has mainly been based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD), Aggrawal [1] . This method allowed one to take into account heat and mass transfer and combustion processes in the mixture of gas and fuel droplets in a selfconsistent way, Barth et al. [2] , Kong et al. [3] , and Sazhina [4] . The downside of this approach is that it does not allow us to separate the contribution of different processes, and as a result it is not particularly helpful in understanding the relative contributions of these various processes. An alternative approach to these problems is to analyze the equations in some limiting cases. This cannot replace the CFD methods but can complement them. For example, the geometrical asymptotic method of integral manifolds (MIM) can be used, Gol'dshtein and Sobolev [5] . This method has been applied to the problem of thermal explosion; (see for example, Goldfarb et al. [6] , [7] , Gol'dshtein et al. [8] , and McIntosh et al. [9] ). The models used in these papers had to be simplified in order to enable the analytical investigation of the equations. In the papers by Goldfarb et al. [6] and Goldfarb [10] , the authors assumed that the heat that transferred from the burning gas to the droplets was caused by thermal conduction rather than convection. McLntosh et al. [9] considered the convection heat transfer, but assumed the convective heat and mass transfer coefficient to be constants that were independent of the temperature or the droplet radius. None of these papers considered the effect of thermal radiation on heat transfer between the droplets and the gas. When dealing with diesel engines, this process is not negligibly small (Viskanta and Menguc [11] , Lage and Rangel [12] ). The present paper extends our previous work, Nave et al. [13] and Nave and Gol'dstein [14] , in such a way that we first take into account the dependence of the convective heat transfer coefficient on both gas temperature and droplet radii. And we also take into account the mutual effect of oxidizer and fuel concentration on the thermal radiation on the dynamics of the thermal explosion of the model. As in our previous work, the size of distribution of fuel droplets is described in continuous way. It is a continuous approximation of a discrete object (polydisperse spray), which seems to be reasonable because of the large variety of droplet radii. It is also motivated by an experimental work that used a classical probability density function (PDF) for the polydisperse spray description, Babinsky and Sojka [15] . The models of thermal explosion involve different time scales. Therefore, the natural way of modeling these processes is to consider them as a Singular Perturbed System (SPS) of ordinary differential equations. In order to investigate such a system, different asymptotic methods can be applied. In this paper we used the geometric asymptotic method (Method of Invariant Manifolds, MIM) that has been introduced by Bogolubov and Mitropolsky [16] , Babushok and Gol'dshtein [17] , Gol'dshtein and Sobolev [5] , and Strygin and Sobolev [18] as a basic tool for the analysis of SPS systems of ordinary differential equations.
We used numerical simulations for comparison between models with different probability density functions that influence the processes dynamic behavior. One of the main results of the simulations is an essential dependence of the thermal explosion limit on the different probability density function type.
Problem statement
Let us present first the new model that describes the problem of thermal explosion in a combustible gas mixture (oxidant and gaseous fuel) and liquid fuel droplets (spray) of different radii (polydisperse spray); we then approximate this model by using a probability density function. In order to investigate the mutual effect of oxidizer and fuel concentration on the thermal explosion of a flammable spray in a pre-heated combustible gas mixture, a simplified physical model is used. We considered an infinite medium filled with a combustible gas mixture (oxidant and gaseous fuel) and liquid fuel droplets. The adiabatic approach is applied due to the extremely short period of ignition (during this period there is almost no heat transfer out of the system). The pressure is negligible according to Semenov [19] and Frank-Kamenetskii [20] . The pressure change in the reaction volume is negligible in its influence on the combustion process. The heat flux from the burning gas to the droplets is assumed to consist of two components: convection and radiation fluxes. The thermal conductivity of the liquid phase is greater than that of the gas phase. Thus, the heat transfer coefficient in the liquid gas mixture is defined by the thermal properties of the gas phase. The fuel droplets are assumed to be semitransparent, their surfaces are grey, and the radiation heat fluxes at these surfaces are described by the Stefan-Bolzmann law, Siegel and Howell [21] with a given emissivity at the droplet surface. The quasi-steady state approximation is valid for the vaporizing droplets, William [22] . The droplet boundaries are assumed to be on a saturation line (i.e., the liquid temperature is constant and is equal to the liquid saturation temperature). The chemistry is modeled as a one-step highly exothermic chemical reaction. The order of the chemical reaction is quite general; the reaction rate contains the multiple of non-integer powers of the fuel and oxidizer concentrations in addition to the usual Arrhenius exponential term. The preexponential factor is a very important thermo-physical parameter in the kinetic theory of gases but is often assumed to be constant. It is characterises the total number of collisions of molecules at the average thermal velocity, which in turn affects the rate of reactions. We assumed that the pre-exponential factor is a function of the gas temperature i.e., , Ajadi and Nave [23] . The volumetric phase content α g is constant in our model and can be assumed to be equal to 1 in our calculations. The explanation for this assumption is as follows: let V g and V L the volume of the gas and liquid phases respectively, then:
Because V L << V g e.g., α g is a dimensionless quantity and it does not matter what happens with it, we can assumed that α g ≈ 1 since the leading order of the asymptotic expantion of the function (1 + x) −1 is 1. Under these assumptions the system of the governing equations is:
where, in general, is a function of the radius R d i and the gas temperature T g , Sazhin et al. [24] . The initial conditions are:
'Eqns (1.1)-(1.4)' include an energy equation for the reacting gas, a mass equation for liquid droplets, and concentration equations for the fuel and oxidizer.
APPROXIMATION THE DISCRETE MODEL BY A PDF: (THE CONTINUOUS MODEL)
In order to simplify the analysis, the temperature of the evaporation droplet is taken to be equal to the saturation temperature T s . This assumption is well known and valid with a high level of accuracy, Goldfarb et al. [25] and Sazhin et al. [24] . Hence, it follows that the entire heat flux that is delivered to the droplet surface is fully spent for evaporation, i.e., (2.1) The assumption that the pressure variations are negligible implies that the equation of state for the gaseous medium can be simplified to the form of: and Using Newton's law of cooling and the definition of the Nusselt number (Nu), Incoperra and DeWitt [26] , for Nu = 2, we can write the following expression for the convection heat flux q c :
By using the assumption that at the initial moment the gas and the droplets are equal, i.e., T g = T g 0 = T s , and using the Marshak boundary condition for the droplet surface, Marshak [27] , we can express the radiative heat flux at the surface for each droplet as:
The formalization of the transition from the discrete model to the continuous model was presented in our previous work, Nave et al. [13] . We will use an interpretation of the sum in the discrete model as a Riemann sum for the integral in the continuous model; the size distribution of droplets is taken to be continuous and characterized by the PDF P(R, R 0 ) normalized. Hence, the approximation of the model (1.1)-(1.4) by a PDF is as follows:
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The term is the volumetric phase content. The initial conditions for the continuous model are:
In the framework of Semenov's theory of thermal explosion, Semenov [19] , the following dimensionless variables and parameters are introduced:
Under the parameters (2.9), the system (2.4)-(2.7) can be rewritten in dimensionless form as:
The non-dimension initial conditions are: (2.14)
Remark: the mass equation is an approximation of the effect of thermal radiation on heat transfer between the droplets and the gas when dealing with diesel engines; (see for example, Chang and Rhee [28] , Siegel and Howell [21] ). Our numerical analysis based on this approximation shows that the solution profiles of the temperature, radius, and oxygen are very close to the solution profiles of the parcels model for 300 parcels, Balasubramanyam et al. [29] and Sirignano [30] .
DYNAMICS OF THE SYSTEM

Energy integral of the system
The set of 'eqns (2.10)-(2.13)' has the first integral, which represents the law of energy conservation. In order to get the first integral, let us combine 'eqn (2.10)' with 'eqn (2.12)' and 'eqn (2.11)', and integrate with respect to the initial conditions 'eqn (2.14)' to get an explicit equation for the concentration: where:
Hence, 'eqn (3.1)' has the form of:
and by integration with respect to the initial condition, 'eqn (2.14)', the fuel concentration has the form of:
In order to get an explicit expression for the oxygen we combined 'eqns (2.10) and (2.13)' with 'eqn (2.11)' and get the following equation: (3.6) and by integration with respect to the initial conditions (2.14) we have an explicit expression for the oxygen in the form of:
For simplicity let us assume that m = 0. The first integral procedure enables us to reduce the system (2.10)-(2.13) from four equations to only two equations in the form of: 
The dynamical behavior of the system depends on the dimensionless parameters:
and on the initial conditions η 0 and ξ 0 .
Semenov approximation
Based on the methods of integral manifolds, the analysis of 'eqns (3.8) and (3.9)' is based on the geometrical version of the method of invariant manifold. Hence, due to the small parameter γ << 1 the slow curve of the system has the form of:
The critical point at which the slow curve has a maximum point (turning point in the MIM terminology) is determined from the following conditions: The combination of 'eqn (3.10)' and 'eqn (3.11)' (i.e., multiply 'eqn (3.11)' by the term (1 + βθ) 2 and subtract the result from 'eqn (3.10)') yields the equation: This equation has two critical solutions, which we denoted by θ i and θ e that refer to the ignition temperature and extinction temperature, respectively. The critical point θ e is usually neglected, Ajadi and Nave [23] , as it is extremely large to be considered as a critical point. Thus, the only realistic critical point is the ignition temperature θ i . The expression for the approximate Semenov parameter can be obtained by substituting θ i , r 0 = 1, and 〈r〉 32 = 〈r〉 32,0 into 'eqn (3. (3.14) where θ i is the solution of the 'eqn (3.13)'. In the particular case of high activation energy asymptotics β << 1, and for θ i = 1, η 0 = ξ 0 = 1 or a = b = 0, ε 3 = 0 (i.e., no radiation effect) and when the integral ∫ 0 ∞ rP(r , 1)dr equal to unity, we recovered the classical Semenov conditions for thermal runaway:
(3.15)
Energy integral of the system with the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation β << 1, i.e., high activation energy
It is known, Frank-Kamenetskii [20] that, in solving the problem of thermal explosion, one can often restrict oneself to the analysis of the solution at the initial stage of the process, when β << 1. We further assume that the following inequality βθ << 1 is valid, Goldfarb et al. [25] . The set of 'eqns (2.10)-(2.13)' has the first integral, which represents the law of energy conservation. First, let us apply the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation. Second, in order to get the first integral, let us combine 'eqn (2.10)' with 'eqn (2.12)' and 'eqn (2.11)', and integrate with respect to the initial conditions (2.14) to get an explicit equation for the concentration:
We can also get an explicit expression for ξ by appropriate combinations as above (combine 'eqn (2.10)' and 'eqn (2.13)', divide the combination by 'eqn (2.11)', and integrate with respect to the initial conditions 'eqn (2.14)'); (3.16) The first integral procedure enables us to reduce the system (2.10)-(2.13) from four equations to only two equations in the form of: 
APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF IN-VARIANT MANIFOLDS: SLOW CURVE, THERMAL EXPLOSION LIMIT
The analysis of 'eqns (3.17) and (3.18)' is based on the geometrical version of the method of invariant manifold.
The dynamic behavior of the system depends on the dimensionless parameters ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 3 , γ, Ψ, a, b, ν f , ν ox , and on the initial conditions η 0 and ξ 0 .
By using the MIM, due to the small parameter γ << 1, the slow curve, Ω FK (the subscript FK refers to the approximation of Frank-Kamenetskii [20] ), has the form of:
According to 'eqn (4.1)', the slow curve has a maximum point (turning point in the MIM terminology) determined from the condition:
From the solution of 'eqns (4.1) and (4.2)', it follows that the slow curve Ω FK has the single maximum point (turning point) where θ FK = 1. It is also follows from 'eqns (4.1) and (4.2)' that the r-coordinate of the maximum point, which is denoted by r T Ω FK , corresponds to the point θ FK = 1 found from the relation: 
The parameter values of the specific system under consideration determine the location of the initial point relative to the slow curve and hence determine the dynamics of the system, which can be described as a conventional fast explosive regime or a delay before the thermal explosion, Goldfarb et al. [25] .
The critical condition of thermal explosion, which corresponds to the ignition of combustible medium at the initial moment of time, is determined from the equation of the slow curve for θ FK = 1 and r T Ω FK . Because the relation 〈r〉 32 = 〈r〉 32,0 takes place at the initial moment of time, and r 0 = 1, then the conditions for thermal explosion are defined by the following equation: In the opposite case, complicated behavior of the system can be expected (delay time), which is the subject of the next sub-section.
Delay time
The delay time, as defined in Goldfarb et al. [7] , is the period when the trajectory moves along the slow curve until the fast explosion state is reached, i.e., as the period between the intersection point of the trajectory and the slow curve on the phase plane θ − r and the turning point T. We have already shown that the θ FK -coordinate of the turning point T is equal to 1 in the model under consideration. In order to calculate the delay time let us divide 'eqn (3.18)' by the equation of the slow curve (4.1), then by integration we get the following equation:
In general, this integration would only be possible, however, if we knew the explicit expression θ(r 0 ). Hence, in order to approximate the upper limit of the integral we use the fact that the θ-coordinate of the turning point is 1. Hence, (4.7)
On the other hand, in order to get the lower limit of the above inequality we computed the temperature coordinate that hit the slow cure for the first time for r 0 = 1 e e θ < 1 . In order to use the parameter ε 1 we should use the opposite case from 'eqn (4.5)', i.e., the case where there is no thermal explosion. Solving 'eqn (4.8)' numerically yields that θ ΩFK ≈ 0.2874. This approximation of θ enables us to write the following inequality; (4.9) By using these inequalities, (4.9) for (4.6), we get the following inequalities: 
Application to n-decane fuel droplets
We compared the system dynamics of the following models: the log-normal distribution, the normal distribution, its parcel approximation (for 300 parcels), and the practical distributions Rosin-Rammler and Nukiyama-Tanasawa PDF with and without radiation.
The results are based on the following parameter values: 
DISCUSSION
In many engineering applications it is common practice to relate to the actual polydisperse spray as being equivalent to a monodisperse spray in such a way that all droplets have some averaging diameter. More specifically, in combustion systems when calculating the mass transfer and flow processes it is convenient to work with mean or average diameters such as the Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD). The SMD for the discrete case is defined in Lefebvre [31] , Mugele and Evans [32] as:
( 5.1) and in the continuous case the SMD has the form of:
where D is the drop diameter, D m is the maximum drop diameter, D 0 is the minimum drop diameter, and n is the number of droplets. The physical meaning of the SMD is based on the ratio between the total droplet volume and the total droplet surface area of all the droplets in the polydisperse spray. In practice, it is impossible to solve (analytically) the governing equations that describe the effect of fuel spray polydispersity on the auto-ignition process. Hence, in order to approximate the polydisperse spray with the equivalent monodisperse spray by using the SMD and comparing their dynamical behavior, the polydisperse spray can be rewritten for a single droplets radius by changing the relevant parameters respectively;
for example see the paper of Bykov et al. [33] .
Our numerical comparison is based on 300 parcels for the parcel approximation model, Bykov et al. [33] , and their corresponding other distributions (normal, lognormal, and Rosin-Rammler and Nukiyama-Tanasawa PDFs) with and without radiation. We wrote a code (in C++) in order to solve the parcel approximation with 303 equations: 300 equations for the different droplets m = 300 in our notations, one equation for the gas temperature, one equation for the fuel concentration, and one equation for the oxygen concentration. After that we built the parcels model, we fit the PDFs to that parcel model by using the free parameters of each PDF. For example, we took a parcel model in the form of Rosin-Rammler distribution (discrete approximation) and then we fit to this parcel the continuous Rosin-Rammler distribution (continuous approximation); for more details see our paper Nave et al. [13] . The results are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively, where τ is the ignition time dimensionless, r T ΩFK is the turning point, and ε
1,FK
Crit is the thermal explosion limit. Table 1 shows the comparison between the different models without radiation and Table 2 with the effects of the radiation.
The delay phenomenon is the result of competition between the heat release process (exothermic chemical reaction) and internal heat losses (droplet evaporation). In this sub-section we analyze the contribution of two processes: convection and radiation. A mathematical description of the thermal explosion without taking into account the effects of the thermal radiation, can be formulated in the form of the system 'eqns (2.10)-(2.13)' for ε 3 = 0. The slow curve, with the approximation of frank-Kamenetskii, which we denoted by Γ FK , of the system without radiation is defined as: By repeating the analysis of section 3, the thermal explosion limit given by:
Hence, thermal explosion occurs if the following condition is valid:
And by substituting the turning points that corresponding to the slow curve Γ FK , in the upper and the lower limit of the delay time terms, we obtain the following inequalities for the delay time without radiation:
where r T ΓFK is the r-coordinate of the turning point T on the slow curve Γ FK (its θ-coordinate equals unity as in the case when taking into account the effects of thermal radiation in the slow curve Ω FK ). In order to estimate the difference between the upper limits of the delay time, i.e., ∆τ, we computed the difference between the two upper limits as follows:
Equation (5.8) gives us an estimate of the maximum contribution to the integral delay time by thermal radiation. As we can see from 'eqn (5.8)', ∆τ is proportional to the dimensionless parameter ε 3 , which accounts for the thermal radiation effects.
The results of the comparisons between the solution profiles for the temperature, radius, and oxygen are given in Figures 6.1, 6 .2, and 6.3, respectively. The solution profile of the temperature, with and without thermal radiation effects is presented in Figure 6 .1. We compared the models with the normal, log-normal, and parcel approximation distribution without the thermal radiation effects, i.e., ε 3 = 0. The initial condition for the temperature variable is θ = 0. From the MIM, the temperature is the 
. fast variable and the radius is the slow one. At the beginning of the processes, the temperature rises slowly and monotonically until the turning point, which is, according to Table 1 , τ = 0.42 for the lower limit of the delay time and (4.3) for the upper limit. By taking into account the thermal radiation effects, the solution profile of the temperature behaves differently. First, the delay time is shorter for the same models and this fact is justified by 'eqn (4.5)'; in other words, as ε 3 increases, the parameter of the thermal explosion limit ε 1 decreases; see also Figure 6 .4. Secondly, the behavior of the temperature around τ = 0 is a little different from the model without radiation. The temperature rises very quickly, which is coincident with MIM, then the temperature increases, but not as fast compared with the beginning of the processes. The delay time for the model with radiation, according to the table, is τ = 0.1 for the lower limit and τ = 2.3 for the upper limit. These values of the delay time are much shorter compared to the model that does not include the effects of thermal radiation. The same analysis as above can be applied to the solution profile of the radius and the solution profile of oxygen.
No rad
As we can see from the considered figures, inclusion of the thermal radiation reduced the delay time. This can be explained by the MIM theory as follows: Consider the two slow curves, Ω FK = 0 ('eqn (4.1)') and Γ FK = 0 ('eqn (5.3)'). It is not hard to check that the slow curve Ω FK = 0 (with the impact of radiation) lies strictly below the slow curve Γ FK = 0 in the case under consideration. Moreover, the turning point T ΓFK (the turning point of the slow curve without radiation) lies below the turning point T ΩFK . This means that there are trajectories on the phase plane θ -r that lie in the region of the conventional fast explosion with respect to the slow curve Γ FK . On the other hand, these trajectories are still delayed because of the lower location of the slow curve Ω FK . In this case, when the delay regime does not exist in the absence of the radiation effect, the relative impact of the thermal radiation becomes equal to unity. This occurs when the initial fast part of the trajectories reaches the stable part of the slow curve Ω FK , but passes below the slow curve Γ FK . This means that these trajectories are expected to satisfy the following condition: r T ΩFK ≤ 1 ≤ r T ΓFK .
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we modified the known theoretical models of thermal explosion of a combustible gas mixture in the presence of fuel droplets in such a way that we include the real disperse composition of the medium and the absorption of thermal radiation by the fuel droplets. In calculating the absorption of radiation, we used the assumption of the semitransparency for the fuel, which leads to the dependence of the absorptivity of the droplets on their radius. The dependence of the convective heat transfer coefficient on both gas temperature and droplet radii are also taken into account in our new model. The physical properties of the fuel are taken of those for n-decane. The model includes the heat release due to the exothermic oxidation of the fuel vapor, heat losses due to the liquid fuel evaporation, fuel vapor consumption as a result of a chemical reaction, fuel vapor supply by evaporation of the liquid fuel, and two mechanisms of heating evaporating fuel droplets: convection and radiation. The mathematical formulation of the problem is presented in the form of a SPS of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The so-called parcels' approach to modeling spray Figure 6 .4: The effects of the thermal radiation parameter, ε 3 , on the thermal explosion limit, ε 1 .
combustion is revisited by using continuous PDFs. The dynamical behavior of the system in investigated by using the MIM. The simplification of the system is achieved by assuming that the Nusselt and Sherwood number is taken to be equal to 2, and we also assumed that the changes in the droplets' temperature was ignored. The dynamic behavior of the system is classified according to the values of the following parameters: ε 1 , ε 2 , ε 2 , ε 3 , γ, Ψ, a, b, ν f , ν ox , and on the initial conditions η 0 , and ξ 0 . Two typical theoretical distributions (Normal and Log-normal PDF), and two experimental distributions (Rosin-Rammler and Nukiyama-Tanasawa PDF) have been examined in this work. A more general form has allowed a simpler description of the phenomenon and has permitted analytical investigation of the thermal explosion limit, which turns out to be strictly dependent on the initial distribution of the first moment of an initial distribution of the spray. The analytical expressions for the lower and upper limits for the delay time are derived with and without taking into account the effect of thermal radiation. It is pointed out that the effects of thermal radiation reduced the delay time before the thermal explosion. Our next step is to take into account the evolution of the size distribution of droplets by using the spray equation as in William [22] .
